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1Abstract—This

of each hop is not the same [5]–[10]. It is due to the fact that
the received signals are different for each relay link. Xu et
al. [5] proposed exact expressions of two-hop AF relay
system for outage probability ( Pout ) and average symbol

study analyses the performance of two-hop
decode-and-forward (DF) relaying protocol under mixed faded
channels by evaluating outage probability ( Pout ) and average
bit-error probability (ABEP). It is assumed that the channel
between source and relay is Rayleigh fading, whereas the relaydestination link is subject to Weibull fading. First, a closedform expression is formulated for Pout and then it is used to

error probability (ASEP) in mixed Nakagami-m and Rician
faded wireless environments. This study was achieved by
using the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the total
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Similar to [5], in [6], a dual-hop
nonregenerative transmission system where the source-relay
and relay-destination channels are subject to Rayleigh and
Rician distributions was considered. The authors in [6]
obtained exact and approximate formulas for Pout and

obtain ABEP for the considered system model. The ABEP
performance of two-hop DF relaying is presented for M-ary
phase shift keying (M-PSK) signaling with different
constellation sizes. Moreover, the proposed analytical
expressions are verified by simulations that present the
correctness of the derived formulas.
Index Terms—Decode-and-forward,
Weibull distribution.

two-hop

ABEP. In [7], an AF relaying system in which the links
experience Rayleigh/Rician and Rician/Rayleigh fading
environments was examined. Ouyang et al. [8] found some
approximations on the analytical and asymptotic average
symbol error rate (ASER) expressions for dual-hop AF
relaying under Rayleigh/Rician asymmetric fading
conditions. The proposed expression in [8] was derived
based on moment generating function (MGF) of the total
SNR. In [9], Pout of two-hop DF relaying scheme was

relaying,

I. INTRODUCTION
Two-hop transmission technologies have attracted much
interest in wireless communications due to its connectivity
when direct transmission is impractical because of possible
shadowing effects or path loss attenuation. In real wireless
communication environments, the links between cooperating
nodes can experience asymmetric fading conditions. Several
works have analysed two-hop transmission systems which
use Amplify-and-Forward (AF) or Decode-and-Forward
(DF) technique operating over fading channels [1]–[10]. In
[1] and [2], the authors investigated dual-hop DF
communication models with beamforming over Nakagami-m
faded channels. Ikki and Ahmed presented closed form
formulations in order to analyse two-hop transmissions
under Weibull and Gamma faded conditions, respectively
[3], [4]. The works on two-hop transmission mentioned
previously were considered over symmetric fading
conditions. However, symmetric fading model is practically
unrealistic since it does not include the real wireless
environment characteristics.
On the other hand, some papers have also presented the
performance of two-hop relaying systems for asymmetric
channel models which mean the wireless medium conditions

evaluated for Rayleigh/Gamma fading conditions. An exact
Pout expression for the cooperation model was introduced in
[9]. Lee et al. [10] derived a closed-form formulation for
Pout of a two-hop relaying system which consists of radiofrequency (RF) and free-space optics (FSO) channels. In
[11], an AF relaying transmission model was investigated
based on formulated expressions for Pout and ABEP under
mixed Rayleigh/Hoyt fading.
Few works have focused on the dual-hop transmission
models under asymmetric fading conditions, i.e.,
Rayleigh/Rician, Rician/Rayleigh, Rayleigh/Nakagami-m,
Rayleigh/generalized Gamma, Rayleigh/Hoyt and RF/FSO.
However, there is not any work which considers deriving
new formulas for the Pout and ABEP of dual-hop DF relay
network in Rayleigh/Weibull asymmetric faded links. The
Weibull fading has a pliable distribution to describe wireless
mediums, especially outdoor multipath fading environment
[12]. It is also reported that the Weibull fading model
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provides good fit of the statistical characteristics of wireless
fading channels for theoretical studies [13]. Motivated by
these observations, we study DF technique based a dual-hop
communication system where the channels of two hops
experience Rayleigh and Weibull faded conditions for the
first time. Moreover, we derived the exact Pout expression

where c is parameter that expresses the severity of fading



and  is the scaling parameter.  2  E hRD

Outage probability, Pout , is described as the probability
that the received SNR drops below a pre-defined outage
level,  th . In the DF relaying, outage occurs if the
instantaneous SNR of one or two of the hops fall below the
outage level,  th . So, Pout is formulated according to the
total SNR [4] as
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where   ,  is the incomplete gamma function [14]. By
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represents flat Weibull fading coefficient. The probability
density function (PDF) of  1 is exponentially distributed
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B. Channel Model
The channels between the S−R and R−D channels
experience Rayleigh and Weibull fading conditions. While
hSR denotes flat Rayleigh fading coefficient, hRD

where  1  E hSR

 

th
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indicate

N 0 is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
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For R-D link over Weibull fading channel, Pr   2   th 
can be calculated as follows

instantaneous SNRs of S-R and R-D links, respectively. P1
and P2 are the transmission power at S and R, respectively.

f 1   1  

(3)

where F eq ( th ) is the CDF of the end-to-end SNR.

Fig. 1. Illustration of two-hop relaying scheme.

and

is

A. Outage Probability

A. System Model
In Fig. 1, a two-hop DF transmission scheme is addressed
where no direct transmission occurs between the source (S)
and the destination (D). In such a system, a source
communicates with the destination via a relay (R) node. The
R is considered to be operating in the half duplex mode. In
DF relaying protocol, the source message is transmitted to
the R and then, the estimated source message at R is
transmitted to the D.

P1 / N 0

0

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS

2

2

the average value of  2 .

for the considered system and illustrated some numerical
results for different scenarios. Furthermore, an analytical
expression of ABEP is obtained for different modulation
schemes. This task is done by evaluating the difficult
integral part of the ABEP expression. We also provide
computer simulations and analytical results on ABEP to
show the validity of the derived expressions.
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B. Average Bit Error Probability (ABEP)
This subsection gives the derivation of the ABEP, Pb  e  ,

(2)

of the considered dual-hop DF relaying network. By using
the derived F eq ( th ) expression, ABEP can be given as [6]
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 t 2  t 2
F
    e 2 dt.
2 0 eq   
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where N is expressed as
(8)

N

In (8), by setting   1 and   2 , the performance of
quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) and binary phase-shift
keying (BPSK) can be evaluated, respectively. By
substituting (7) into (8), Pb  e  is derived as
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The first term (W1) in (9) can be calculated as [14,
equation (3.321.3)]
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For the cases of c  1 , by substituting (10) and (14) into
(9), the ABEP can be written as

(10)

By using [14, equation (8.352.7)], the second term (W2) of
(9) can be rewritten in the way of well-known exponential
function as
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 th  18 dB in Fig. 2. We focus on two values of fading
parameter which are chosen as c  1 and c  2 . As shown
in Fig. 2, outage performance is better when the outage
threshold value is low.
It can be clearly seen from Fig. 2 that the performance
with c  2 is better than the case of c  1 when the average
SNR per hop is greater than 8 dB for  th  6 dB. However,

(13)
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Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.
The outage probability is shown for different outage
threshold values when  th  6 dB,  th  12 dB and

(12)

similar behavior is observed when the average SNR per hop
is greater than 11 dB and 12 dB for the cases of  th  12 dB

For the case of c  1 , W2 can be obtained by using [14,
equation (3.321.3)] as

W2  2 2 N

.

expressions derived in the previous section for two-hop DF
relaying operating in mixed Rayleigh/Weibull faded links.
Pout and ABEP are plotted versus average SNR per hop in

   2 
12
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 and z  1   2    .    is
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the error function which is defined as [14, equation
(8.250.1)]
  x   erf  x  
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In realistic wireless environments, the channel conditions
between cooperating nodes are subject to different fading
distributions. Therefore, this work is based on such a
realistic scenario which is more suitable to show the effects
of real wireless environments. Performance evaluation
results are presented with the help of the Pout and ABEP

(11)
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We are not aware of an exact solution to the integral in
(11). So, we considered two different conditions as c  0.5
and c  1 . Therefore, we have derived closed form
expressions for each special cases ( c  0.5 and c  1 ).
For the case of c  0.5 , W2 can be determined by using
[14, equation (3.322.2)] as
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In order to solve W1 and W2, we employed some
mathematical manipulations which are not given here
because of space constraints.
If (10) and (12) are employed in (9), the ABEP can be
expressed for the cases of c  0.5 as

W1

 t 2

1
1
1


.
2  1  2 

and  th  18 dB, respectively. As a final remark from Fig. 2,
Pout improves with an increase of c or with the decrease of

 th value.

(14)
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In Fig. 3, ABEP performance is presented based on
analytical and simulation results for validating the
correctness of the derived formulas where BPSK and QPSK
modulation techniques are employed.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Closed-form Pout and ABEP expressions have been
derived based on CDF expression of two-hop DF relaying
system over mixed Rayleigh/Weibull faded links. This
mixed faded channel model is capable of more accurately
modeling various realistic two-hop wireless transmissions. In
this realistic scenario, ABEP is determined when BPSK and
QPSK signaling schemes are employed. The obtained
analytical expressions can be employed to appraise the
system performance of realistic two-hop relaying
applications. The correctness of the expressions derived in
this work is verified by computer simulation results.
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